RULES

4 to 12 Players • Ages 14 to Adult

Contents
100 Photos, 300 Caption Cards, 3 Scoring Doodads (Trophy, Coin, Sheep), Die

Object
Become a comedian/meme master by playing Caption Cards to make the Photo/Caption combo to score points!

Set Up
• Set out the Picture Cards (red) face down in a pile.
• Deal seven Caption Cards (yellow) to each player, and place the rest face down, in a separate pile from the Photo Cards.
• Set out the Scoring Doodads and Die so everyone can reach them.
• Grab your own paper and pencil to keep score if you want (or you can use discarded cards as described below).
• Decide how many rounds you’ll play. For larger groups, we recommend playing until each player has been the Judge once; for smaller groups, you may want to play until each player has been the Judge two or three times. As long as y’all agree up front!
• Now prepare yourself for some crazy fun!

Play
• The guy or gal with the best taste in games (the one who suggested playing this game!) is the first Judge!
• Take a Photo Card from the top of the pile and show it to the other players. Leave it propped up so everyone can see it.
• Roll the Die—the drawings on the Die match ones on the Caption Cards, so whichever one it lands on is the type of caption you’ll use for this round:

  🎉 is Punchline

  😐 is What Happened Next?

  🧐 is What Would Granny Say?

• All other players look through their hand of Caption Cards and choose one to caption the Photo Card. Give your chosen card to the reader, face down. Remember: Your cards have three captions on them, but you’re only looking at and using the one that matches the Die.

Continued on Reverse
Example: The Die says you gotta use a PUNCHLINE, but you have a really hilarious WHAT HAPPENED NEXT for the Photo Card showing...well, too bad! You gotta play a card for its PUNCHLINE this round!

• Once everyone has handed over a Caption Card, the Judge should shuffle the Caption Cards. Then read aloud the caption on each card (the one that matches the Die)!
• Now the Judge makes the important decisions:

The funniest caption: The player who handed over that card gets the Trophy Doodad, declaring them “Mom’s Favorite” for their supreme humor!
This is worth two points.

The second funniest: That player gets the Coin Doodad, which is one measly point. They’re the Middle Child—nothin’ too special (lighten up—it’s a joke)!

If there was a caption played that was just a bad choice or really out of place, you can call that knucklehead out by giving them the Black Sheep. You don’t have to award that each time—it’s not worth anything other than a good laugh!

• Now record points on your own scrap of paper, or use discarded Caption Cards (facedown, to the side) as point markers.
• Now, you don’t all get to keep those Doodads. They’re just for ceremony. And fun. So put them back on the table where the next Judge can reach them.
• The used Photo and Caption Cards go out of play, and players replenish their Caption Cards by taking another one from the pile.
• The player to the left of the Judge becomes the new Judge, choosing a new Photo Card. And so it goes!

Winning
After you’ve played the number of rounds you decided on in the beginning, count up those points! The player with the most points wins. If there’s a tie, then hooray for all y’all!

Do you have some funny photos that would be PERFECT for this game? Email them to us and maybe you’ll see them in an expansion pack!
Email pics to Cousin Beth at relativeinsanity@playmonster.com

Have you played the RELATIVE INSANITY and the travel/expansion pack? Well, you should!
Available now where fun games are sold!

Check out more fun PlayMonster games at playmonster.com!
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